Terminally functionalized thermoresponsive polymer brushes for simultaneously promoting cell adhesion and cell sheet harvest.
For preparing cell sheets effectively for cell sheet-based regenerative medicine, cell-adhesion strength to thermoresponsive cell culture surfaces need to be controlled precisely. To design new thermoresponsive surfaces via a terminal modification method, thermoresponsive polymer brush surfaces were fabricated through the surface-initiated reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) radical polymerization of N-isopropylacrylamide (IPAAm) on glass substrates. The RAFT-mediated grafting method gave dithiobenzoate (DTB) groups to grafted PIPAAm termini, which can be converted to various functional groups. In this study, the terminal carboxylation of PIPAAm chains provided high cell adhesive property to thermoresponsive surfaces. Although cell adhesion is generally promoted by a decrease in the grafted PIPAAm amount, the decrease also decelerated thermally-induced cell detachment, whereas the influence of terminal modification was negligible on the cell detachment. Consequently, the terminally modified PIPAAm brush surfaces allowed smooth muscle cells (SMCs) to simultaneously adhere strongly and detach themselves rapidly. In this study, SMCs were unable to reach a confluent monolayer on as-prepared PIPAAm brush surfaces (grafted amount: 0.41 μg/cm(2)) without terminal carboxylation due to their insufficient cell-adhesion strength. On the other hand, though a decrease in the PIPAAm amount allowed SMCs to form a confluent cell monolayer on the PIPAAm brush surface, the SMCs were unable to be harvested as a monolithic cell sheet by low-temperature culture at 20 °C. Because of their unique property, only terminal-carboxylated PIPAAm brush surfaces achieved rapid harvesting of complete cell sheets by low-temperature culturing.